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PEOPLE




Although BPM is a management
tool, it’s also a way of empower-

Orchestrate your assets!
WebIT BPM is a process orchestration engine
with built-in application integration capabilities.



ing people in your organization.

Your processes can be automated and existing
applications integrated.

Automation relieves employees



of frustration and boring tasks,

To complement our software we also provide
services like process modeling and application

and a centralized dashboard

development.

provides a productive work-



space.

All processes can be administered via an
online console, along with task lists. measurements and models.



PROCESS

Grow with us. Identify your processes and let
us help you get on your way to a managed

Map your entire business proc-

future.

ess and automate sub processes
and workflows. Provide for integration of existing and new applications both inside and outside
your company. Connect to your
clients and suppliers automatically. You can use methodolo-

What is BPM?

gies and tools like lean and six
sigma to improve your processes.

BPM is a top down methodology designed to organize,

Why is BPM relevant for you?


begun to believe that a corporate wide focus

manage and measure the organization based on it’s core

on processes provides a superior way of man-

processes.

SYSTEM
WebIT BPM executes business
processes written following the
WS-BPEL standard. It integrates
seamlessly with SOA and EDA
implementations and talks to

Now with new technical improvements, BPM is where all

aging the company.



the lofty goals and best strategies of business manage-

reduce waste.



lines of business.



other applications through web
services, sending and receiving
messages, handling data manipulation and error recovery as
described by your process definition.

What does BPM do:



Makes a process centric organization



Aligns Business and IT



Adaptive and flexible processes



End-to-end process visibility and control



Automation of standard, repeatable processes



Continuous process improvement



Role-focused composite applications

Redesign processes to make you more competitive, to offer new services or to get into new

to be more successful. It brings people and systems
together.

Make process more efficient to save money.
Typically during bad times you automate and

ment is tied together. It’s customer first. It’s business
focused. It empowers people in all corners of a business

A growing number of leading companies have

Add a competitive advantage by incorporating
new technology.



In mergers and acquisitions companies have to
integrate processes used at the two different
organizations.



Conform to government regulations and certifications like ISO and CMMI.



Streamline business operations with process
enabled partners, clients and suppliers.

Web Integration Technology Sdn Bhd
Other products available, either

Being an MSC status company we were founded in 2005 as a busi-

as standalone solutions, or inte-

ness software development company. Upon successfully developing

grated into a complete process

online CRM and Project management software we realized the fu-

centric environment on top of our

ture lies in a process enabled environment and decided to focus on
integration of our products using a BPM solution.

business process engine.

Through our new product for application integration and business
process management, WebIT BPM, we now delivers tailor made

ORIGO

solutions to suit companies ready to change. Our philosophy is to

Online collaboration and project

start small but think big and introduce process centric thinking one
step at a time.

management tools with built in
CRM and back office functionality. Keep all you client details and
projects at hand at all time. Make
sure all hours are accounted for
by intuitive and easy to use time
tracking.

There are so many companies out there that should start today to develop a process centric organization to keep up with
future competition. We want to be there and offer a soft way in. Our focus will be on profitable changes and education.
One approach is to do core business development projects for our clients and introduce support for processes as part of
the solution. This way we can easily convey the benefits of working in a process controlled environment within the budget
and timeframe of existing projects.
In these cases, BPM offers a faster time to a solution and also serves as a pilot to a first experience with BPM.

ONP and OKP
The enterprise portal is your
company’s face to the world. All
your customers, employees and
suppliers should meet at this

Why WebIT?


We are committed to long term relations adding trust and

SERVICES AVAILABLE

stability to our clients.

Technical Support

All our products are built on a reliable infrastructure based

Installation and Setup

on thoroughly tested open source components.

Maintenance

Approachable and easy to reach for support and mainte-

Application development

OKP is a web based Knowledge

nance. We are local entrepreneurs, our programmers are

Application support

Management System with Topic

just around the corner.

Process improvement

common workplace for sharing of
information and trading.




Map Technology. The way Topic
Map connects all your content
with associations makes for a



software have extremely flexible licensing policies.



We strive to adopt a humble approach. We are aware that
you know your business best. We are only here to help you

brain like way to store and collect
information.

We offer flexible solutions. Think big but start small. All our

maximize your potential.



By being creative and innovative we help the client discover new revenue streams.

For more information on any of



contact Bjarte Olsen at:
+6012 275 2658 or via email:
bjarte@webit.com.my

This document is available
online: www.webit.com.my

No need to acquire new skills or knowledge before you
start. We will work through your processes with you and

our products or services please

help you learn as you implement.



We embrace new technology and maintains an agile and
streamlined organization to assure short turnaround time.
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